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Abstract—In asymmetric resolution stereoscopic video coding
(ARSVC), to reduce the bitrate required for bandwidth-limited
channels, each downsampled right-view frame is a quarter the
size of the corresponding left-view frame and will be upsampled
to the original size by the decoder. In this paper, two upsampling
methods for ARSVC are proposed. The first proposed method
integrates the traditional Wiener filter-based method and the
interview prediction scheme by incorporating the information
from the similarity between the left-view and right-view frames.
By compensating for the prediction errors, the second proposed
method further improves the quality of the upsampled images
obtained by the first proposed method, especially in the sequences
with heavy irregular textures.

Index Terms—6-tap filter, asymmetric resolution stereoscopic
video coding (ARSVC), bitrate reduction, error compensa-
tion, interview prediction, three-dimensional television (3-D-TV),
upsampling, Wiener filter.

I. Introduction

NOWADAYS, three-dimensional televisions (3-D-TVs) [1]
are becoming increasingly popular in the multime-

dia and entertainment markets. By synthesizing stereoscopic
video sequences, 3-D-TV could provide users with a vivid
viewing experience via realistic 3-D scenes. A stereoscopic
video sequence consists of two video sequences, one left-
view sequence and one synchronized right-view sequence.
However, independently encoding the two video sequences
results in double storage space and transmission bandwidth
requirements. Constrained by limited storage and bandwidth,
encoding stereoscopic video sequences with a lower bitrate is
therefore crucial [2], [3].
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The suppression theory of our binocular vision system [4]
indicates that one view frame of a stereoscopic image pair, say
the right-view frame, can be encoded at a lower bitrate than the
other view frame, that is, the left-view frame, without visual
quality degradation. Subsequently, researchers have proposed
asymmetric stereoscopic video coding (ASVC) to realize the
above bitrate reduction suggestion for stereoscopic video se-
quences. According to resolution or quality considerations,
ASVC can be classified into two categories; asymmetric reso-
lution stereoscopic video coding (ARSVC) and asymmetric
quality stereoscopic video coding (AQSVC). For ARSVC,
several methods [5]–[11] have been presented to encode
the left-view and right-view video sequences with different
resolutions; while for AQSVC, several methods [12]–[17]
have been presented to encode stereoscopic video sequences
with different quality levels. Both categories provide good
opportunities to substantially reduce the bitrate requirement
when encoding stereoscopic video sequences [18], [19]. In
this paper, we focus on ARSVC and present new quality-
efficient upsampling methods for asymmetric stereoscopic
video coding by integrating the Wiener filter, interview motion
compensation, and error compensation.

In ARSVC, each right-view frame is downsampled to a
smaller one while fixing the size of the corresponding left-view
frame [5]–[8]. The right-view frame is usually downsampled
by a factor of two in both horizontal and vertical directions,
resulting in a bitrate reduction effect. After receiving the
encoded downsampled right-view frame on the decoder side,
the encoded frame is decoded first, and then an upsam-
pling process is necessary to reconstruct the full sized right-
view frame. In [5]–[8], each decoded downsampled right-
view frame is upsampled by using the 6-tap filter (6TF)-
based method proposed in H.264/AVC [20]. Besides the 6TF-
based method, the Wiener filter (WF)-based method [21] is
an alternative although the method in [21] was originally
used to upsample still images. Recently, two improved WF-
based upsampling methods, one by Zhang [22] and the other
by Zhang et al. [23], have been presented. Zhang proposed
the soft-decision adaptive interpolation (SAI) method which
estimates the missing pixels in a block and jointly trains
the relationship not only between the known pixels and the
missing pixels but also between the missing pixels themselves
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to improve the WF-based method significantly. By connecting
the downsampling and upsampling processes, Zhang et al.
proposed the interpolation-dependent image downsampling
with the edge-directed interpolation (IDID-EDI) method to
obtain a downsampled frame which contributes to minimize
the upsampled error. However, the four existing methods only
consider a single image frame without using the relationship
between the left-view frame and the corresponding right-
view frame. To fully utilize the fact that each right-view
frame and the corresponding left-view frame are very much
alike, we propose two upsampling methods which utilize the
interview prediction scheme, the Wiener filter, and the error
compensation scheme to improve the estimation of the missing
pixels in the right-view frame.

In this paper, the first proposed upsampling method inte-
grates the interview prediction (IP) scheme and the traditional
WF-based method. For simplicity, the proposed method is
called the WFIP; it has quality gain when compared with the
traditional WF-based method. To realize the proposed WFIP
method, two efficient implementations, WFIP−1, adopting the
extra-bit recording strategy, and WFIP−2, adopting the fixed-
weight strategy, are presented. Next, we incorporate the error
compensation scheme into the proposed WFIP method to
obtain the proposed WFIP-EC method which can further refine
the quality of the upsampled images. Finally, a training-based
group merging approach is presented to balance the trade-
off between the bitrate reduction and the quality increase for
the proposed WFIP-EC method. Experimental results confirm
the quality benefit of our proposed upsampling methods for
middle and high bitrate cases when compared with the 6TF-
based method, the WF-based method, the SAI method, and the
IDID-EDI method. The proposed upsampling methods are less
competitive, however, for low bitrate cases, but these seldom
occur in practice since a low bitrate often leads to visual
discomfort in 3-D synthesized scenes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys the 6TF-based method and the WF-based method for
ARSVC. Section III presents the proposed WFIP method and
its two implementations. Section IV presents the proposed
improved version of the WFIP and WFIP-EC methods. In
Section V, some experimental results are reported to show
the quality superiority of the proposed upsampling methods.

II. Two Existing Upsampling Methods for ARSVC:

the 6-Tap Filter-Based Method and the

WF-Based Method

In this section, two existing upsampling methods, the 6TF-
based one and the WF-based one, for ARSVC are briefly
presented. Before introducing these two methods, however, we
first sketch ARSVC. As shown in Fig. 1, the input stereoscopic
video sequence is composed of a left-view video sequence
and the synchronized right-view video sequence. In the two
sequences, the f -th left-view frame and right-view frame are
denoted by Lf and Rf , respectively, each with size H × W .
For the f -th right-view frame, the encoder first applies the
downsampling process to construct a downsampled right-view
frame RDf of size H

2 × W
2 and R

Df
i,j (= R

f
2i,2j), 0 ≤ i ≤ H

2 − 1

Fig. 1. Flowchart for ARSVC.

and 0 ≤ j ≤ W
2 − 1, denotes the pixel at location (i, j) in the

downsampled right-view frame. Instead of encoding Rf , the
encoder encodes RDf to obtain the bitrate reduction effect.

In ARSVC, the encoding strategies for Lf and RDf are
somewhat different. For Lf , each current block is predicted
either by inter prediction or by intra prediction in the joint
multiview video coding (JMVC) standard [25]; in inter predic-
tion, the motion compensation is applied to the current block
by referring to the previous left-view frame. In order to remove
the redundancy between the two views in a stereoscopic frame
pair, the disparity compensation [24] or inter prediction is
used to predict RDf by referring to either the downsampled
version of Lf or the previous downsampled right-view frame,
respectively. After encoding the prediction errors of Lf and
RDf by the discrete cosine transformation-based (DCT-based)
technique, the encoded stereoscopic frame pair is transmitted
to the decoder side for displaying the 3-D scene.

A. 6-Tap Filter-Based Upsampling Method

Based on the 6TF-based upsampling method used in
H.264/AVC, the decoder first decodes the encoded left-vew
frame and downsampled right-view frame to obtain L̄f and
R̄Df , respectively, and then reconstructs the full-sized right-
view frame R̄f from R̄Df . As shown in Fig. 1, the circle-
marked pixels in R̄f are duplicated from R̄Df and we have
R̄

f
2i,2j = R̄

Df
i,j , 0 ≤ i ≤ H

2 −1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ W
2 −1. Except for the

known circle-marked pixels, the cross-marked pixels, triangle-
marked pixels, and square-marked pixels, which are located at
positions (2i, 2j + 1), (2i + 1, 2j), and (2i + 1, 2j + 1) in R̄f ,
respectively, are the missing pixels to be estimated by the 6TF-
based method. It first interpolates all R̄

f
2i,2j+1s and R̄

f
2i+1,2js,

that is, the cross-marked pixels and the triangle-marked pixels,
respectively, by computing
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Finally, making use of the known circle-marked, cross-marked,
and triangle-marked pixels, the square-marked pixels are in-
terpolated by

R̄
f
2i+1,2j+1 =

F
Hf
2i+1,2j+1 + F

Vf
2i+1,2j+1

2
(3)

where
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B. Wiener Filter-Based Upsampling Method

In this subsection, the WF-based upsampling method [21] is
introduced. For each missing pixel, if the variance of its four
nearest neighboring pixels is larger than the threshold, say
eight empirically, the missing pixel is predicted to be an edge
pixel; otherwise, it is predicted to be a non-edge pixel. The
bilinear interpolation method is used to estimate each missing
non-edge pixel. The WF-based method is applied to estimate
each missing edge pixel. Among the three kinds of unknown
pixels in Fig. 1, the WF-based upsampling method first in-
terpolates the square-marked pixels R̄

f
2i+1,2j+1s by referring to

the four existing decoded circle-marked pixels, R̄
f
2i,2j , R̄

f
2i,2j+2,

R̄
f
2i+2,2j , and R̄

f
2i+2,2j+2, using the least square technique. For

easy exposition, the index pair (2i + 1, 2j + 1) is replaced by
(m, n). Thus R̄f

m,n is estimated by

R̄f
m,n = α0R̄

f
m−1,n−1 + α1R̄

f
m−1,n+1 + α2R̄

f
m+1,n−1

+α3R̄
f
m+1,n+1 (6)

where the four unknown coefficients, α0, α1, α2, and α3,
are determined by the following window-based least square
technique. As shown in Fig. 2, a 7×7 (= (3×2+1)×(3×2+1))
window is adopted and the number of reference circle-marked
pixels is sixteen; these reference pixels R̄

f

m+k,n+ls, where k and
l are odd and −3 ≤ k, l ≤ 3, are rearranged as a 16 × 1
vector �y. The vector �y is put into (7), in which each entry
R̄

f

m+k,n+l ∈ �y is equal to the inner product of the four pixels,
R̄

f

m+k−2,n+l−2, R̄
f

m+k−2,n+l+2, R̄
f

m+k+2,n+l−2, and R̄
f

m+k+2,n+l+2, and
the four unknown coefficients.

arg min
�α

‖�y − C�α‖2 (7)

where
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m+3,n+3
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(8)

Fig. 2. Reference circle-marked pixels for estimating square-marked pixels
R̄

f

2i+1,2j+1s.
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(9)

and

�α =
[
α0 α1 α2 α3

]T
. (10)

Following the least square technique, the four unknown coef-
ficients are determined by

�α = (CT C)−1(CT �y). (11)

By (6), the square-marked pixels are thus estimated. We now
proceed to estimate the cross-marked pixels. For convenience,
the index pair (2i, 2j + 1) is replaced by (m, n). As shown in
Fig. 3, the missing cross-marked pixel R̄f

m,n can be estimated
with the help of the two circle-marked pixels, R̄

f
m,n+1 and

R̄
f
m,n−1, and the two square-marked pixels, R̄

f
m−1,n and R̄

f
m+1,n.

It yields

R̄f
m,n = β0R̄

f
m−1,n + β1R̄

f
m,n−1 + β2R̄

f
m,n+1 + β3R̄

f
m+1,n. (12)

Similar to solving (7), we can solve the four unknown
coefficients in (12) by solving the related overdetermined
system which is constructed from the sixteen reference pixels
marked by circles and squares in the (S + 1)× (S + 1) diamond
window, as shown in Fig. 3.

III. First Proposed Wiener Filter- and Interview

Prediction-Based Upsampling Method:

the Wfip Method

This section presents the first upsampling method which
integrates the Wiener filter and interview prediction scheme.
It is called WFIP method, and involves a hybrid approach
combining the WF technique and the IP scheme. Especially,
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Fig. 3. Reference circle-marked and square-marked pixels for estimating
cross-marked pixels R̄

f

2i,2j+1s.

the left-view frame and the downsampled right-view frame
are used together as the training data during the upsampling
process. In order to take the interview correlation into account,
R̄f is first partitioned into a set of non-overlapping 16 × 16
blocks B

f

a,bs, 0 ≤ a ≤ H
16 −1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ W

16 −1, in which for
each block B

f

a,b, the pixel in the upper-left corner is denoted
by R̄

f

16a,16b. For each B
f

a,b in R̄f , the best matched block in a
(2D+ 1)× (2D+ 1) search window of L̄f can be characterized
by the motion vector (xf

a,b, y
f

a,b) in (13), which minimizes the
sum of absolute differences between B

f

a,b and the reference
block in the search window

(xf

a,b, y
f

a,b) = arg min
−D≤x,y≤D

f (x, y) (13)
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Here, D is set to 20 empirically. Note that in B
f

a,b, only the
decoded pixels R̄

f
2i,2js, 0 ≤ i ≤ H

2 and 0 ≤ j ≤ W
2 , are

considered in the above block matching process.
For each partitioned 16 × 16 block in R̄f , after performing

the above block matching process, the best matched block
in L̄f has been found. Because L̄f is of full size, a smaller
window with size (S+1)×(S+1) is adopted to cover the training
data instead of adopting the window with size (2S+1)×(2S+1)
mentioned in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows a 4 × 4 window and the
covered training data contains sixteen pixels L̄

f

m+k,n+ls, −1 ≤
k, l ≤ 2. The resultant overdetermined system is given by

arg min
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Fig. 4. Interview correlation for estimating the missing pixel R̄
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2i+1,2j+1.
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]T
. (18)

�αL can be obtained by

�αL = (CT
LCL)−1(CT

L �yL). (19)

The determined four coefficients are thus used to estimate
the square-marked pixels. Further, we estimate the cross-
marked pixels in the same way, and finally estimate the
triangle-marked pixels.

When estimating each missing pixel, its estimated value
may be obtained by the WF-based method or by the proposed
IP-based method. In what follows, we present two implemen-
tations to resolve this controversy. In the first implementation,
called the WFIP−1 method, for each pixel, the encoder com-
pares its two estimation errors, one generated by the WF-based
method and the other generated by the proposed IP-based
method, and then uses an extra bit to record which method
is preferred for estimating the missing pixel. On the other
hand, according to the recorded extra bit, for each missing
pixel, the decoder easily knows which one, the WF-based
method or the proposed IP-based method, should be applied to
estimate the missing pixel. To achieve a compromise between
the bitrate and the quality, a block-based strategy is suggested
and each missing pixel in the 16 × 16 block shares one
common favorite extra bit. To record the extra-bit bitstream,
we first apply the WF-based method and the proposed IP-based
method to upsample RDf , respectively, to obtain two full sized
right-view frames. We then calculate the two estimation error
maps between the original right-view frame and the upsampled
right-view frames generated by the WF-based method and the
proposed IP-based method, respectively. Based on the two
estimation error maps, for each block, an extra bit 1 is recorded
if the WF-based method is better than the proposed IP-based
method; otherwise bit 0 is recorded. Fig. 5 depicts the two
implementations, the WFIP−1 and WFIP−2 methods, for the
proposed WFIP method. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the encoder
encodes Lf and RDf as a bitstream BS

f
E and then sends it

and the extra-bit bitstream BS
f
X to the decoder. As shown
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Fig. 5. Two implementations, the WFIP−1 and WFIP−2 methods, for the
proposed WFIP method. (a) Encoder side of the WFIP−1 method. (b) Decoder
side of the WFIP−1 method. (c) Decoder side of the WFIP−2 method.

in Fig. 5(b), after receiving the two bitstreams, the decoder
reconstructs the left-view frame L̄f and the downsampled
right-view frame R̄Df according to the bitstream BS

f
E and then

upsamples R̄Df to the full sized R̄f according to BS
f
X. Our

experiments show that the average PSNR improvement of the
proposed WFIP−1 method is 0.70 dB when compared with
the WF-based method; the average bitrate overhead is 6.16%
when the values of quantization parameters (QPs) are set to
16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, and 40.

After examining BS
f
X, the ratio of the number of 0s over

the number of 1s is 3/2. Therefore, each missing pixel in the
right-view frame can be estimated by

R̄f,WFIP
m,n = 0.6 × R̄f,IP

m,n + 0.4 × R̄f,WF
m,n (20)

where R̄f,WF
m,n and R̄f,IP

m,n denote, respectively, the upsampled
pixels obtained by the WF-based method and the proposed IP-
based method. Different from the first implementation which
performs the upsampling process on both the encoder and
decoder sides, the second implementation only performs the
upsampling process on the decoder side. Under seven testing
stereoscopic video sequences for QP=16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36,

and 40, the average PSNR improvement of the proposed
WFIP−2 method over the WF-based method is 0.50 dB; the
proposed WFIP−2 method has no bitrate overhead.

IV. Second Proposed Wfip- and

Error-Compensation-Based Upsampling

Method: The Wfip-EC Method

In this section, the second proposed upsampling method, the
WFIP- and error compensation-based (WFIP-EC) method, is
presented. In the proposed WFIP-EC method, we improve the
proposed WFIP method by adopting the error compensation
scheme to further refine the quality.

After performing the proposed WFIP method, let the es-
timated value of each square-marked pixel be denoted by
R̄f,WFIP

m,n , (m, n) ∈ (2i + 1, 2j + 1), and the corresponding
estimation error be Ēf,WFIP

m,n . The refined square-marked pixel
can be obtained by

R̄f,WFIP−EC
m,n = R̄f,WFIP

m,n + Ēf,WFIP
m,n . (21)

Following the same correlation assumption discussed in the
WF-based method, the error compensation term Ēf,WFIP

m,n can
be estimated by the four estimation errors, Ē

f,WFIP
m−1,n−1, Ē

f,WFIP
m−1,n+1,

Ē
f,WFIP
m+1,n−1, and Ē

f,WFIP
m+1,n+1, of the four circle-marked pixels in

the right-view frame, and the four estimation errors can be
calculated by

Ē
f,WFIP

k,l = R̄
f

k,l − R̄
f,WFIP

k,l (22)

where (k, l) ∈ {(m−1, n−1), (m−1, n+1), (m+1, n−1), (m+
1, n+1)}; as shown in Fig. 6(a), R̄

f,WFIP

k,l is calculated using the
proposed WFIP method by referring to the four neighboring
circle-marked pixels R̄

f

k−2,l−2, R̄
f

k−2,l+2, R̄
f

k+2,l−2, and R̄
f

k+2,l+2.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), after calculating the four error terms,

Ē
f,WFIP

k,l for (k, l) ∈ {(m − 1, n − 1), (m − 1, n + 1), (m + 1, n −
1), (m + 1, n + 1)}, the unknown error term Ēf,WFIP

m,n of the
squared-marked pixel can be estimated by

Ēf,WFIP
m,n = γ0Ē

f,WFIP
m−1,n−1 + γ1Ē

f,WFIP
m−1,n+1 +

γ2Ē
f,WFIP
m+1,n−1 + γ3Ē

f,WFIP
m+1,n+1. (23)

The above error compensation scheme can be applied to
estimate the related error compensation terms of the cross-
marked pixels and triangular-marked pixels. Because the de-
coder does not have the original values of the square-marked
pixels, the corresponding estimation errors cannot actually be
computed. Therefore, we propose a training-based approach
on the encoder side to determine the four coefficients γ0, γ1,
γ2, and γ3. Instead of sending four new coefficients to the
decoder for estimating the error compensation term of each
square-marked pixel, the encoder only needs to send twelve
coefficients in total to the decoder for refining the quality of
the upsampled right-view frame. In what follows, the details
of the training process are described.

Let the four neighboring error terms of the current square-
marked pixel be called the error pattern. After collecting all
these error patterns as a training set, the encoder first classifies
them into seven groups, and then they are further merged
into three compact groups by the affine mapping technique.
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Fig. 6. Depiction of the proposed error compensation scheme. (a) Comput-
ing error terms of the four decoded circle-marked pixels. (b) Estimating the
error of the square-marked pixel using the four neighboring error terms.

It is known that the error pattern Pf
m,n consists of Ē

f,WFIP
m−1,n−1,

Ē
f,WFIP
m−1,n+1, Ē

f,WFIP
m+1,n−1, and Ē

f,WFIP
m+1,n+1. According to the gradient

direction and magnitude of each training error pattern, the
following classification rule is used to determine the group
index that the error pattern Pf

m,n belongs to

Pf
m,n ∈

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

G1, if (|Ēf,WFIP
m−1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP

m+1,n+1|)−
(|Ēf,WFIP

m−1,n+1| + |Ēf,WFIP
m+1,n−1|) > TG

G2, if (|Ēf,WFIP
m−1,n+1| + |Ēf,WFIP

m+1,n−1|)−
(|Ēf,WFIP

m−1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP
m+1,n+1|) > TG

G3, if (|Ēf,WFIP
m−1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP

m−1,n+1|)−
(|Ēf,WFIP

m+1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP
m+1,n+1|) > TG

G4, if (|Ēf,WFIP
m+1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP

m+1,n+1|)−
(|Ēf,WFIP

m−1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP
m−1,n+1|) > TG

G5, if (|Ēf,WFIP
m−1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP

m+1,n−1|)−
(|Ēf,WFIP

m−1,n+1| + |Ēf,WFIP
m+1,n+1|) > TG

G6, if (|Ēf,WFIP
m−1,n+1| + |Ēf,WFIP

m+1,n+1|)−
(|Ēf,WFIP

m−1,n−1| + |Ēf,WFIP
m+1,n−1|) > TG

G7, otherwise

(24)

where the threshold TG is set to 17 empirically. In (24), the
error pattern Pf

m,n ∈ {G1, G2} indicates that Pf
m,n belongs to

a diagonal group because Pf
m,n has a diagonal texture; Pf

m,n ∈
{G3, G4} or Pf

m,n ∈ {G5, G6} implies that Pf
m,n belongs to a

horizontal group or vertical group, respectively, because Pf
m,n

has a horizontal texture or vertical texture; otherwise, Pf
m,n is

classified to G7.
In what follows, an affine transformation technique is

adopted to merge the above seven groups into three compact
groups. Since the error pattern in G1 can be transferred to
that in G2 by horizontal mirror mapping and vice versa, we
thus merge G1 and G2 into a new group, say Ga. G3 and G4

can be merged into a new group, say Gb, by vertical mirror
mapping. Furthermore, since we can map the error pattern in
G3 to be that in G5 or G6 by rotating the error pattern in
G3 by 90 or -90 degrees, respectively, we thus merge G3,
G4, G5, and G6 into a new group, say Gb. For convenience,
G7 is renamed to Gc. Based on the three compact groups, we
collect all error patterns belonging to the same group, then the
least square method is applied to these collected error patterns
in the same group Gg, g ∈ {a, b, c}, and the four unknown
coefficients, γ

g
0 , γ

g
1 , γ

g
2 , and γ

g
3 , can be determined. Based on

Fig. 7. First right-view frames. (a) Alt Moabit sequence. (b) Rollerblade
sequence. (c) Car sequence. (d) Horse sequence. (e) Bullinger sequence.
(f) GT Fly sequence. (g) Undo Dancer sequence.

the above group merging technique, instead of sending four
new coefficients to the decoder for refining the estimation of
each missing pixel in the right-view frame, the encoder only
needs to send twelve coefficients in total to the decoder to
refine the estimation of all missing pixels. After receiving the
twelve coefficients, the decoder builds up a table to record
them. To refine the estimation of each missing square-marked
pixel, the decoder will select the proper four coefficients from
the table based on the group type that the error pattern of the
current missing pixel belongs to. Next, (23) is used to calculate
the error compensation term. Further, (21) is applied to refine
the estimation quality of each missing square-marked pixel.
By the same arguments, a similar error compensation process
can be applied to the quality refinement of upsampled cross-
marked pixels and triangular-marked pixels. The above pro-
posed training-based group merging approach not only leads
to a significant bitrate reduction effect, but the experimental
results also demonstrate a sufficient quality refinement.

V. Experimental Results

In this section, seven test stereoscopic video sequences
are downloaded from the website [26] to compare the per-
formance among the 6TF-based method [20], the WF-based
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Fig. 8. GOP structure used in our experiments.

Fig. 9. Quality benefit of the proposed WFIP−1 and WFIP-EC−1 methods
over the WF-based method for the Alt Moabit video sequence. (a) and (b) are
the residuals between Fig. 7(a) and the upsampled frames generated by the
WF-based method and the proposed WFIP−1 method, respectively. (c) Better
upsampled pixels in white using the proposed WFIP−1 method. (d) Residual
between Fig. 7(a) and the upsampled frame generated by the proposed WFIP-
EC−1 method. (e) The better upsampled pixels in white using the proposed
WFIP-EC−1 method.

method [21], the SAI method [22], the IDID-EDI method
[23], the proposed WFIP methods, and the proposed WFIP-
EC methods for ARSVC. The performance comparison is
evaluated by the two terms, the bitrate and the quality in
terms of PSNR. In our experiments, the seven test video
sequences are the Alt Moabit sequence, each frame with
size 512 × 384, the Rollerblade sequence, each frame with
size 320 × 240, the Car, Horse, and Bullinger sequences,
each frame with size 432 × 240, and the GT Fly and Undo
Dancer sequences, each frame with size 1920 × 1088. Fig. 7
demonstrates the first right-view frames of the seven test
sequences. All experiments were implemented on an IBM
compatible computer with an Intel Core i7 3770 CPU 3.40
GHz and 16GB RAM. The operating system was Microsoft

Fig. 10. Quality benefit of the proposed WFIP−1 and WFIP-EC−1 methods
over the WF-based method for the Horse video sequence. (a) and (b) are
the residuals between Fig. 7(d) and the upsampled frames generated by the
WF-based method and the proposed WFIP−1 method, respectively. (c) Better
upsampled pixels in white using the proposed WFIP−1 method. (d) Residual
between Fig. 7(d) and the upsampled frame generated by the proposed WFIP-
EC−1 method. (e) The better upsampled pixels in white using the proposed
WFIP-EC−1 method.

Windows 7; the program development environment was Visual
C++ 2005; the implementation platform was JMVC 8.5.
The GOP size was set to 8 and its structure is shown in Fig. 8.
Seven different QPs, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, and 40 are selected
for encoding the seven test sequences. The parameter S related
to window size for constructing the overdetermined system is
set to 7 and the radius D related to the search window in
the block matching process is set to 20. In what follows, three
kinds of experiments are carried out to demonstrate the quality
superiority of our proposed upsampling methods.

The first experiment demonstrates the quality improvement
of the proposed WFIP and WFIP-EC methods over the WF-
based method. As shown in Fig. 9, we only show the quality
benefit of the proposed WFIP−1 and WFIP-EC−1 methods be-
cause that of the proposed WFIP−2 and WFIP-EC−2 methods
is the same. Given a right-view frame as shown in Fig. 7(a),
for QP =16, Fig. 9(a) illustrates the residual between Fig. 7(a)
and the upsampled frame by using the WF-based method.
Fig. 9(b) illustrates the residual between Fig. 7(a) and the
upsampled one by using the proposed WFIP−1 method. As
shown in Fig. 9(c), the better upsampled pixels produced
by the proposed WFIP−1 method are depicted by the white
pixels, revealing the sufficient quality improvement of the pro-
posed WFIP−1 method over the WF-based method. Fig. 9(d)
illustrates the corresponding residual by using the proposed
WFIP-EC−1 method. From the difference between Fig. 9(b)
and Fig. 9(d), that is, Fig. 9(e), a considerable number of
better upsampled pixels produced by the proposed WFIP-
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TABLE I

Quality and Bitrate Comparison for the Alt Moabit Video Sequence for PSNR (dB) and Kilobits per Second, Respectively

TABLE II

Quality and Bitrate Comparison for the Rollerblade Video Sequence for PSNR (dB) and Kilobits per Second, Respectively

EC−1 method are observed, implying the quality improvement
due to the employment of the proposed error compensation
scheme. As shown in Fig. 10, the Horse sequence confirms
a similar quality benefit of the proposed WFIP−1 and WFIP-
EC−1 methods.

The second experiment is used to demonstrate the quality
superiority and bitrate increase of the four variants of the
proposed upsampling methods, the WFIP−1, WFIP−2, WFIP-
EC−1, and WFIP-EC−2 methods, for different QPs when
compared with the 6TF-based method, the WF-based method,
the SAI method, and the IDID-EDI method. Tables I–VII show
the resultant PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) and bitrate of
all concerned methods, and demonstrate the PSNR superiority
of the two proposed upsampling methods with four variants
with an acceptable bitrate increase. When compared with the
6TF-based method, the WF-based method, the SAI method,
and the IDID-EDI method, the four proposed variants have
average PSNR improvements ranging from 0.36 to 0.62 dB,
0.49 to 0.75 dB, 0.32 to 0.58 dB, and 0.32 to 0.58 dB, re-
spectively. When the QP values are set to 16, 20, 24, 28,
and 32, Tables I–VII indicate that the four proposed variants
have better PSNR performance when compared with the four

comparative methods; the average PSNR improvements range
from 0.50 to 0.82 dB, 0.91 to 0.98 dB, 0.51 to 0.72 dB, and
0.48 to 0.80 dB, respectively. With the same QP, the proposed
error compensation scheme is effective for the Rollerblade,
Car, and Horse video sequences, but is less competitive
for the other four sequences. The main reason is that the
prediction capability of the proposed WFIP−1 and WFIP−2
methods is degraded due to heavy irregular textures, such
as the lawn and leave regions, existing in the above three
sequences, while the proposed WFIP-EC−1 and WFIP-EC−2
methods can efficiently compensate for the resultant estimation
errors to achieve 0.13 dB and 0.21 dB PSNR improvements,
respectively. When the QP values are set to 36 and 40,
Tables I–VII illustrate the quality degradation of the four
proposed variants when compared with that with lower QPs,
and the PSNR improvement of the proposed methods is at
most 0.2dB. In fact, ARSVC is rarely applied to the cases
of high QPs because the serious quality degradation problem
may cause visual discomfort in 3-D synthesized scenes. Con-
sequently, the proposed upsampling methods do have sufficient
quality benefit in practice, especially for low and middle
QPs. Tables I–VII also illustrate that the IDID-EDI, WFIP−1,
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TABLE III

Quality and Bitrate Comparison for the Car Video Sequence for PSNR (dB) and Kilobits per Second, Respectively

TABLE IV

Quality and Bitrate Comparison for the Horse Video Sequence for PSNR (dB) and Kilobits per Second, Respectively

TABLE V

Quality and Bitrate Comparison for the Bullinger Video Sequence for PSNR (dB) and Kilobits per Second, Respectively
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Fig. 11. RD curves of all concerned upsampling methods. (a) Alt Moabit sequence. (b) Rollerblade sequence. (c) Car sequence. (d) Horse sequence.
(e) Bullinger sequence. (f) GT Fly sequence. (g) Undo Dancer sequence.

WFIP-EC−1, and WFIP-EC−2 methods result in a higher
bitrate than the other four methods which do not cause any
bitrate increase. We further provide Tables VIII-X to illustrate
the bitrate increase in the proposed WFIP−1, WFIP-EC−1, and
WFIP-EC−2 methods for different QPs. Due to an extra-bit
bitstream requirement, the proposed WFIP−1 method presents
an average bitrate increase of 2.35%–10.69%. Because it
needs to save twelve coefficients for each right-view frame to
compensate for the estimation error, the proposed WFIP-EC−1
and WFIP-EC−2 methods require a slightly higher bitrate than
the proposed WFIP−1 and WFIP−2 methods, respectively,
resulting in average bitrate increases of 5.32%–16.28% and
0.30%–7.89%, respectively.

According to the results of the second experiment, as shown
in Fig. 11, the final experiment is used to demonstrate the
rate distortion (RD) performance of all concerned methods.

From Fig. 11, it is demonstrated that for smaller sized video
sequences, that is, the Alt Moabit, Rollerblade, Car, Horse, and
Bullinger sequences, and for a bitrate greater than 500 kbps,
the four proposed variants have superior RD performance
when compared with the previous four upsampling methods.
On the contrary, due to the bitrate overhead caused by saving
the twelve coefficients and/or extra-bit bitstream for error
compensation, there is some decline in the RD performance
of the four proposed variants, resulting in similar RD
performance as the previous four upsampling methods, when
the bitrate is less than 500 kbps. Although the RD performance
of the four proposed variants is decayed for the low bitrate
case, it seldom occurs in practice since encoding stereoscopic
video sequences at a low bitrate, i.e. with high QP, leads to
visual discomfort in 3-D synthesized scenes. From Fig. 11, for
larger sized video sequences, such as the GT Fly and Undo
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TABLE VI

Quality and Bitrate Comparison for the GT Fly Video Sequence for PSNR (dB) and Kilobits per Second, Respectively

TABLE VII

Quality and Bitrate Comparison for the Undo Dancer Video Sequence for PSNR (dB) and Kilobits per Second, Respectively

TABLE VIII

Bitrate Increase Ratio of the Proposed WFIP−1 Method in Terms of Percentage (%)
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TABLE IX

Bitrate Increase Ratio of the Proposed WFIP-EC−1 Method in Terms of Percentage (%)

TABLE X

Bitrate Increase Ratio of the Proposed WFIP-EC−2 Method in Terms of Percentage (%)

Dancer sequences, the four proposed variants are superior to
the previous four methods when the bitrate is greater than
5 Mbps.

The above three experiments have demonstrated that the
four variants of our proposed upsampling methods can im-
prove the quality of upsampled right-view frames for the
ARSVC when compared with the four comparative methods,
and the resultant bitrate overhead is negligibly small.

VI. Conclusion

This paper has presented the proposed WFIP and WFIP-
EC upsampling methods for ARSVC. The proposed WFIP
methods improve the traditional WF method by incorporating
the information from the similarity between the left-view
and right-view frames. By compensating for the prediction
errors, the proposed WFIP-EC methods further improve the
quality of the upsampled images obtained by the proposed
WFIP methods. The proposed WFIP methods outperform, in
terms of the RD curve, the existing methods in the cases
of middle and high bitrate. In the case of low bitrate, the
proposed WFIP methods suffer from the higher overhead
proportion in the bitrate. The proposed WFIP-EC methods
can further improve the performance of the proposed WFIP
methods by compensating for the prediction errors, especially
in the sequences with heavy irregular textures. The proposed
methods achieve higher PSNR than the existing methods in the
cases of middle and high bitrate. The proposed methods may
achieve lower PSNR than the existing methods in the case of
low bitrate, which seldom occurs in practice due to the visual
discomfort in 3-D synthesized scenes. We conclude that the
proposed upsampling methods are practical and improve the
quality of the reconstructed video sequences for ARSVC.
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